We h a ve d e v eloped a general system, QGB, for performing complex queries on the information in the DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank databases, including queries over the structural features of sequences implied in the FEATURE TABLE. Queries are formed in an SQL-like s y n tax with language extensions to support complex types (e.g., sets, ordered sets and records) appropriate for representing and querying sequence data. A novel aspect of QGB is its ability to deduce missing features and infer relationships among features as a consequence of constructing a parse tree of sequence structure from information described in the FEATURE TABLE. The grammar for the parse tree is implemented in a customized form of the De nite Clause Grammar syntax of the logic programming language Prolog. The logic grammar formalism was chosen because it provides a perspicuous representation for features and constraints, and Prolog provides an execution model for the grammar rules. Construction of the parse tree also identi es inconsistencies and errors in the FEATURE TABLE which can in some cases be automatically corrected and used to generate an augmented version of the table.
Introduction
The DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank (DEG) nucleic acid sequence databases contain, in addition to the sequence data itself, considerable ancillary information including the type of sequence, a free-text description of the sequence, the organism from which the sequence was derived, references in which the sequence is described, and a list of biologically signi cant features, such as exons, introns and coding regions, corresponding to subsequences of the sequence. The latter information is provided in the FEATURE TABLE of an entry using a rich de nition language that speci es a subsequence feature type and location along with structured comments (DEG Sta , 1992) .
A n umber of tools have been developed for e ciently extracting individual sequences from the database and performing rapid sequence similarity searches, but systems for carrying out general queries on the ancillary information, especially the sequence structures implied in the FEATURE TABLE, have been less successful. Nonetheless, the demand for such systems has continued to grow as researchers seek to use the databases for more complex tasks that require, for example, retrieving sequences based on their characteristics (e.g., all invertebrate genes having an exon containing only 3'untranslated region) or extracting subsequences based on their structures (e.g., donor-acceptor splice junction pairs, proximal promoter regions, or contiguous coding sequences). Some signi cant progress towards more powerful query and retrieval systems has been made by s e v eral groups and includes a relational database implemented by the GenBank group at Los Alamos National Laboratory (Cinkosky et al., 1987 , Burks et al., 1992 ) SRS, a custom query language developed at EMBL (Etzold, 1992) and Entrez, an information retrieval tool developed at NCBI as a companion to the ASN.1 formatted version of the nucleic acid and protein sequence databases (NCBI Sta , 1992) .
Each of these e orts satis es some of the capabilities desired in a general query system: The GenBank relational database, implemented in Sybase, is able to formulate and execute complex queries like \retrieve all hemoglobin gene sequences where the organism is a primate" using the relational query language SQL (Structured Query Language). SQL, however, can not perform other reasonable queries such as \retrieve all rst 5'splice junctions from primate hemoglobin genes," which h a ve instead required special purpose programs designed to extract a particular class of subsequences.
Information retrieval tools like E n trez are even less well suited for these types of queries. SRS stands alone in having well developed facilities for extracting subsequences determined by the explicit information in the FEATURE TABLE, but even SRS misses the relatively large class of information that is implicit and must be inferred by analysis of relationships among features (e.g., introns when only exons are speci ed).
To address these problems, we h a ve developed a general system, QGB, for querying all information in the DEG databases in an SQL-like language with extensions to handle complex data types (sets, multisets, and lists) useful for representing sequence structure information. Within the QGB framework, we h a ve implemented an interpreter for the FEATURE TABLE that deduces missing features and infers structural relationships among features as part of the process of building a parse tree of sequence structure that is subsequently used as the primary data object in queries on sequence structure (Overton et al., 1989) . The grammar and parser for sequence structure is implemented in the De nite Clause Grammar syntax of Prolog, a logic grammar formalism. This approach, based on the pioneering work of Searls (Searls, 1988 , Searls, 1989 , Searls, 1992 , has the advantage that grammar rules provide a perspicuous representation for features and constraints, and Prolog provides an execution model for the rules. The parse tree for each e n try can be queried on the y or recorded in a database and queried later without the need for re-parsing the entry. The current version of QGB operates only on at les in GenBank format, but it can easily be altered to cover other at-le formats or used as a front end to the NCBI les in ASN.1 format, or relational or object-oriented databases.
It is not a trivial task to infer implicit information in the FEATURE TABLE: Aside from outright errors that are inevitable in any large, complex database, FEATURE TABLE information also su ers from ambiguous and improper use of the description language (e.g., mRNA variously used to mean primary transcript, mRNA or exon), and relegation of signi cant information (e.g., gene names in multi-gene entries) to free-text elds in comment elds. Presumably, most of these errors and inconsistencies arise because investigators are encouraged to directly submit annotated information to the database. The relatively few errors introduced into the database by these untrained annotators are a small price to pay t o k eep the database current, so it is important t o d e v elop tools to detect 4 and correct such errors without inhibiting investigators from submitting annotation. QGB forms the basis for this type of tool grammar rules can be viewed as encoding constraints over the features, and logical, syntactic and usage errors can be detected as a consequence of the failure to generate a valid parse. Many o f t h e a m biguities in representation and some errors in the data can be automatically corrected by analysis of features during parsing and in the parse tree. Therefore, QGB can be used to scan database entries for errors and subsequently produce a corrected, augmented version of the FEATURE TABLE.
In this paper, we describe the major components of QGB: the Flat-File Parser which translates les in GenBank at-le format into a Prolog database, the QGB query language, and the Sequence Structure Parser which builds a parse tree of sequence features by analysis of the FEATURE TABLE.
We begin with an overview of the system and conclude with a discussion of the current capabilities and future development o f Q G B .
2 System and methods QGB is implemented in Quintus Prolog version 3.1 and was developed and tested on Sun SPARCStations under SunOS version 4.1.3 of the Unix operating system. It should run with only minor modi cation on any platform that supports Quintus 3.1. We h a ve, however, made extensive u s e o f several Quintus Prolog speci c language features, including the module system to encapsulate code, foreign function calls to access C subroutines, and the term expansion facility t o d e v elop De nite Clause Grammar rules, that would complicate, but not rule out, conversion of QGB to other Prologs.
QGB has been ported to the highly Quintus-compatible Sicstus Prolog, an inexpensive Prolog that supports a runtime generater, as a step preliminary to creating distribution version of the system. Investigators are often interested in extracting subsequences (e.g., coding regions) rather than the complete sequence from an entry. In principle, it should be possible to determine mechanically where the subsequences lie within the full sequence through examination of information in the FEATURE TABLE (e.g., Figure 2 ). In practice, this is often di cult because information about relationships between features (e.g., a 5'splice junction is the overlap betwe e n a n e x o n a n d a n i n tron) and even the existence of a feature (e.g., introns when only exons are listed) is implicit in the FEATURE TABLE and must therefore be inferred. We view the inference process as one of parsing where the features from the FEATURE TABLE are presented as input to a parser (SSP), and the output is a parse tree ( Figure 3 ) representing the hierarchical structure of the gene with missing features lled in and relationships among features explicitly represented. The parse tree then becomes the primary data object for extracting and analyzing subsequences from an entry.
The SSP is implemented as rules in a modi ed form of the DCG formalism. Informally, grammar rules specify the permissible arrangements, that is the syntax or structure, of grammatical elements in a domain. Usually grammatical elements can be divided into non-terminals, elements that do not appear on the input and are interior nodes of a parse tree, and terminals, corresponding to the leaves of a parse tree and the input to a parser. However, the distinction between terminals and non-terminals is blurred for nucleic acid sequence (NA) grammars: As shown in the parse tree of Figure 3 , subsequences which m a y be considered as \terminals" in one context (e.g., exons as subsequences of an mRNA) may become \non-terminals" in another (e.g., coding sequence as a subsequences of exons). Given a set of features corresponding to nodes from di erent levels in a 7 parse tree, our goal is to construct a complete parse tree. where transcription unit is a primary transcript plus an indeterminate amount of upstream and downstream sequence.
INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE]
As we h a ve previously noted (Overton et al., 1989) , NA grammatical elements are conceptually equivalent t o i n tervals of NA sequences (i.e., subsequences) and formalisms developed for reasoning about temporal intervals (Allen, 1983) can be extended to cover NA intervals. In this context, a natural interpretation of grammar rules is as interval relationships where`=>' means the interval on the LHS contains the intervals on the RHS, a n d à ,' b e t ween intervals means that the end of the rst interval is the beginning of the second interval. This is consistent with the usual dominance (part-whole) and precedence (order of parts) relationships implicit in grammar rules. Other interval relationships such a s o verlaps, starts, and ends can also be modeled within a grammar rule formalism (Pastor et al., 1991) .
Grammatical elements (features) on the input list are ordered by their start positions, lengths and ranks in the grammar hierarchy for example, an exon occurs before a CDS fragment with the same boundaries. When expressions in square brackets, ], appear on the RHS of a rule, they remove grammatical elements from the input list, and when they appear on the LHS they place elements back on the input list. Therefore, an element can be removed, examined and replaced on the input 8 list as in the following example which tests if the 5' ank boundary has been reached: (2) 5'flank, primary transcript(S,E,I)]=> gap, primary transcript(S,E,I)].
where the logic variables S and E represent the start and end positions of the interval, and I provides context information about the features.
Grammar rules can also express alternative e x p a n s i o n s o f a LHS (disjunction):
5'flank => promoter, 5'flank. 5'flank => gap, promoter, 5'flank.
and recursion:
primary transcript => exon, intron, primary transcript. primary transcript => exon.
Practical grammars also need escapes to Prolog, indicated by curly brackets fg, to handle exceptional situations such as erroneous and missing input data: Using rules similar to the above, we d e v eloped a grammar tailored for eukaryotic protein coding genes . Figure 4A shows an example of a parse tree generated for the human -hemoglobin gene (HUMAGL1) from the FEATURE TABLE in Figure 2 . Note that the SSP has inferred that precursor RNA should be labeled primary transcript, the two features labeled mRNA are actually exons, and that there are two i n trons missing from the original FEATURE TABLE.
When new features or modi cations to existing features are inferred in the database (even obvious ones like a missing intron), it is essential to annotate the evidence that supports the feature. A complete record of the inference chain used to deduce the feature, such as that used in the truth maintenance systems developed for knowledge representation (McAllister and McDermott, 1988) , are too expensive in terms of storage requirements and computational overhead to be practical in this setting. Instead, we use a greatly abbreviated annotation method where each feature is tagged with a list of justi cations (Pastor et al., 1991) where square brackets , ], in this case mean a list of terms. In this abbreviated view of a justi cation, the rst argument denotes the version of the parser (or other algorithm) used in the analysis, the second the type of justi cation | generally derived, experimental or unknown | and the third the date of the justi cation. However, the exact structure of a justi cation varies depending on its type.
(Note that to keep the output brief, the justi cation eld was not shown in Figure 4A .) Peculiarities in the FEATURE TABLE make implementing broad coverage grammars challenging.
Perhaps the most di cult problems arise in entries with multiple genes or alternative v ersions of genes (e.g., alternative splice sites, transcription start sites, and polyA additions sites) where names for individual genes are missing or recorded in inappropriate quali er elds names are not enforced with respect to a controlled vocabulary features are not consistently labeled with the gene of which they are part and feature types are used inappropriately (e.g., mRNA variously used to mean primary transcript, mRNA or exon). The SSP is often forced to apply roundabout methods to resolve a t least some of these ambiguities. For example, information for gene names is often buried in the free text of one of several di erent quali er elds and the SSP performs a very limited form of text analysis to identify the names. Future versions of the SSP could easily incorporate a more powerful text understanding component to extract more of the available information.
Finally, the parse tree can be mapped into a corrected, augmented version of the FEATURE TABLE ( Figure 4B ) that requires only a few additions to the feature and quali er types. The augmented table provides a consistent, uniform representation of features across all entries and further, can be used to directly regenerate the parse tree without recourse to the SSP thus signi cantly reducing query response times.
Flat-File Parser
The FFP provides the overall control for executing queries during the process of parsing entries into their logical components. In the rst step, information from each e n try eld is translated into an appropriate Prolog data structure, and the query conditions are checked during parsing. The query conditions are organized so that failure of an entry to satisfy a condition is detected as early as possible. When failure does occur, the parser skips to the next entry without nishing the failed entry, signi cantly improving performance of the system for queries conditioned on the rst ve GenBank elds (LOCUS, DEFINITION, ACCESSION, KEYWORDS, and ORGANISM). Errormessages, warnings and information on unused or un-parsable features are sent t o t h èlog' le.
The FFP is written in the standard DCG syntax, making it easy to maintain and modify, and develop parsers for alternative DEG formats and other databases such as PIR. An idealized version of the top level rule for the FFP is: (6) gb entry --> locus,test1,definition,test2, keyword,test3,organism,...,sequence.
The FFP will also optionally analyze old-style EMBL features stored in the COMMENT eld. In this case, the FFP will interpret and then merge these features with the new-style GenBank features under three levels of user control: 1) ignore EMBL features 2) translate only unambiguous EMBL features or 3) guess at the meaning of the EMBL feature by examining the comments associated with the feature. When merging features, if no comparable GenBank feature exists then the EMBL feature is simply added to the list of features in GenBank format and a justi cation for the feature is recorded if an equivalent GenBank feature exits then only the justi cation is updated and if there is a con ict between the EMBL and GenBank feature, then a set of rules is applied to deduce the form of the feature that is most consistent with both features, the resolved feature replaces the GenBank feature, the justi cation is updated and a message is sent to the`log' le.
Query Language
A QGB query corresponding to \return the locus ID, the description line, and 10 bp 5' and 20 bp 3' to the 5'splice junction for all splice sites in all non-mammalian genes with complete coding sequences" is (Query 1):
SELECT locus.id, definition, 5'splice_site = JUNC(-10,pt:exon,pt:intron,20) FROM '/databases/gbrel73/*.seq', TO myresults, WHERE organism =\= mammalia AND definition AMONG ("complete CDS" OR "complete coding sequence").
The query is interpreted from within a Prolog read loop, converted to a Prolog/DCG rule similar to Rule 6, and then executed. Arguments of the SELECT statement are returned in the le speci ed by the TO statement with the extension`out' added (e.g.,`myresults.out') and the lè myresults.log' becomes the log le. The input les designated by t h e FROM statement can be a single le or a list of les in square brackets, i.e., file1,file2,file3,...,fileN], where the le names can be ambiguous (e.g.,`*.seq' means all les in a directory with the`seq' extension).
Arguments to the WHERE statement are conditions that must be satis ed for an entry before values are returned.
INSERT T ABLE I ABOUT HERE]
Conceptually, all queries are performed on a single object |`entry' | which is roughly equivalent to a \universal user view" in a relational model, except that values returned by t h e SELECT operator and values tested by the WHERE operator can be terms, lists and sets as well as atomic types. For example, the value of`keywords' is a list of Prolog atoms. Table I shows some of the valid operators in QGB and and Table II lists some of the elds and sub elds, and their data types. Sub elds are referenced using the dot notation as in locus.id, w h e r e id is sub eld of locus containing the LOCUS ID. Sets of elements of sets or trees are extracted using a colon as in pt:exon. Elements of trees include both internal nodes and leaves. If the SELECT statement c o n tains only the term entry' then complete entries in GenBank at-le format are returned. Otherwise, the arguments to the SELECT statement can specify any v alid eld or sub eld.
INSERT T ABLE II ABOUT HERE]
Arguments to SELECT and conditions in WHERE can be functions which extract subsequences using FEATURE TABLE information directly or after construction of the canonical sequence structure parse tree. The latter is greatly preferred since information in the parse tree is generally an extension of that in the FEATURE TABLE. Queries to extract subsequences can access feature types (symbolically labeled sequences) represented in the parse tree (primary transcript, exon, intron, etc.), 13 subsequences of named sequences, spans across the junctions of named intervals, named concatenations of sequences (e.g., mRNA is a concatenation of exons, complete CDS is a concatenation of CDSs), and user speci ed concatenations of named intervals, (e.g., CONCAT(5'flank,3'flank)).
Some of these functions are shown in Table I . In addition, functions are included for extracting subsequences using numerical ranges speci ed in more-or-less standard FEATURE (Table I) .
These include tests of arithmetic relationships, string comparison, and substring searches over text strings and lists of text strings.
Output and Report Generation
The standard output format for query results is modeled after that typical of an SQL query: Each \tuple" is on a separate line with the attributes in order of their appearance in the SELECT statement.
Some enhancement to the relational syntax is required to accommodate the complex data types in where curly brackets denotes a set and elements in parentheses are records. Results of queries can also be directed to output les in user speci ed formats, a step equivalent to report generation in relational DBMS, or passed to other Prolog or C programs for further analysis. A reasonable knowledge of Prolog is required to customize the output format for report generation.
Results
We measured the performance of QGB with respect to its execution time and accuracy for typical where an entry begins rather than having to read through the le to reach the start of the following entry.)
We know that the SSP is not yet capable of correctly interpreting the FEATURE TABLE information for all entries, so we examined in detail how w ell it performed on the subset of entries gathered in Query 2, speci cally, h o w many correct parse trees did it produce. There were a total of 723 entries that satis ed Query 2. Of these, 15 had syntax errors in the features, 153 were RNAs and 121 had no features listed. Of the remaining 434 entries, the SSP was able to generate a correct parse tree 15 for 324 (75%) and a partial parse tree for an additional 32 (7%).
The SSP could not parse 78 entries (25%) listed as double-stranded DNA at all. These fell into three categories: 66 had features but none were parsable (i.e., no exons, introns, primary transcript, etc.) either because they were not genes (i.e., Alu or retroviral sequences) or because they had not been fully annotated eleven belonged to gene segments or fragments, that is they were one of several entries which together will make up a complete gene when gaps in the sequence are lled (e.g., HUMAGL1 -HUMAGL6) and one (RABBGL1) was a pathological case where the feature identi er mRNA was used when prim transcript was meant and furthermore the exons were incompatible with the speci ed primary transcript boundaries.
The cases where only partial parse trees could be generated occurred primarily because of usage errors (e.g., in HUMGAMGLOA and HUMGAMGLOB polyA sig's are labeled as polyA site's) and inconsistencies or errors in the feature boundaries (e.g., RABBGLO, SHPBBGLOB). The other cases failed because we d o n o t y et handle foreign calls (i.e., calls to sequences in a di erent e n try), complementary sequences, or segmented genes.
As another measure of performance, we examined how w e l l Q G These are features that would not be recognized or reported by the other sequence extraction tools currently available.
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5 Discussion QGB serves both as a system for performing general queries over all information in the DEG databases, including sequence structure information, and as a tool for detecting errors in the FEA-TURE TABLE eld. As a query language, QGB provides most of the facilities available in standard database languages while addressing inadequacies these languages have in accessing and manipulating subsequences. The query language is compatible with the work done by Buneman and collaborators on structural recursion as a query language (Breazu-Tannen et al., 1991) and future developments of the language will be coordinated with their e orts. It should be noted that the query language is largely independent of the form of the underlying database, and other versions of QGB could equally well provide front ends to at-le formats di erent from GenBank, relational or object-oriented databases, or the ASN.1 database distributed by NCBI: Along these lines, we a r e currently implementing a QGB interface to a relational database version of the DEG database under development in our group (Hart et al., 1993) . Moreover, QGB can be readily adapted as a front end to entirely di erent biosequence databases such as PIR.
QGB can detect some classes of logical, syntactic and usage errors in the FEATURE TABLE with very high accuracy as a result of building the sequence structure parse tree. Generally, when QGB fails to parse an entry, there is either an outright error in the FEATURE TABLE or poor usage of the description language. In either case, QGB can automatically correct many of these errors. Since we h a ve also shown that QGB can deduce a large number of features that have not been explicitly annotated, an obvious function for QGB is as the core of a system for systematically correcting and augmenting features in existing FEATURE TABLEs and as new features are entered. The latter is especially important because it partly relieves investigators who are annotating features from understanding the full complexity of the FEATURE TABLE description language. As a pilot project, we h a ve constructed a corrected, augmented database for the extended hemoglobin gene family this database also contains considerably greater detail on the hemoglobin genes | particularly with regard to transcription factor binding sites | than is available in DEG.
A major strength of QGB lies in its ability to access the canonical sequence structure parse tree generated by the SSP. Consequently, signi cant improvements in the coverage and accuracy of queries will come largely in the form of more robust grammars and parsers that overcome current limitations in handling such areas as foreign references, segmented entries, and some important biological features | alternative splice sites, alternative transcription initiation sites and overlapping genes. In addition, grammar rules can also incorporate analysis steps ranging from simple logical checks such as con rming the accuracy of coding sequence features to natural language analysis of free-text elds in FEATURE TABLE quali ers. In fact, the present v ersion of QGB already performs a v ery limited form of text analysis while trying to determine the names of genes in multi-gene entries and these facilities can be readily expanded. However, the single largest performance improvement will result from the implementation of specialized grammars tailored for speci c organisms and classes of genes to supplement the single set of grammar rules developed for eukaryotic protein coding genes now i n u s e .
For many users, a query response time of 30 minutes, such as that for Query 1, is not unreasonable. Figure 4 : The parse tree and augmented FEATURE TABLE for the HUMAGL1 -hemoglobin gene. A) standard representation of the parse tree for HUMAGL1 generated by the SSP B) a representation of the parse tree for HUMAGL1 as a corrected, augmented FEATURE TABLE. Note that the start position for each i n terval in the parse tree is one less than the start position in the corresponding FEATURE TABLE entry because the SSP indexes on the space between characters rather than the character itself.
